IAC National Conference

November 3-6, 2017
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Washington
Convention
Center North
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Washington
Convention
Center South
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Cambria Suites

1

809 O Street, NW
0.46 Miles Away
$179/Night

Westin Washington DC City Center

3

Renaissance Washington, DC

2

Hotel 999 9th St., NW
0.3 Miles Away
$239/Night

1400 MSt., NW
0.6 Miles Away
$189/Night

Henley Park Hotel

4

926 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
0.2 Miles Away
$159/Night

We know that attending the IAC National Conference is important and we strive to provide convenient housing options at
competitive rates. IAC is pleased to offer comfortable accommodations near the convention center so our members can take
full advantage of everything the IAC Convention has to offer. Booking a hotel room at an IAC hotel is important because both
our attendees and the association benefit.

• Book Early!! IAC’s hotel block will fill up quickly.
• IAC is able to negotiate lower room rates due the quantity of rooms required to accommodate our Convention
participants. We have a selection of quality hotels that offer competitive rates, proximity to the Convention Center and
various price points to accommodate participants on any budget.
• Our hotel contracts include clauses that protect you. Booking a room through IAC allows us the opportunity to provide
assistance if problems arise with your reservation. Please note, we are unable to help attendees who make reservations
at a hotel that is not in the official housing block.
• Once IAC's room block fills up, reserving a room at these hotels will be considered outside the IAC block and subject to
the hotel’s offered rates and terms. Ultimately, you are responsible for the terms and conditions of your reservation,
including cancellation and payment terms. If you make a reservation outside of the IAC block, even if it is at a hotel
offering IAC rooms, we will be unable to assist in securing a lower room rate should your rate be higher than the IAC rate.
Please be certain you are booking within the IAC block when you make your reservation and, if you do not, be sure to
understand the hotel’s reservation terms and conditions.
• Booking within the IAC hotel block also allows us to secure competitive rates when negotiating with hotels in future
Convention cities. Establishing a history of filling our room block helps IAC demonstrate that the association meets its
obligations with hotels. In turn, this provides assurance to hotels that contract with IAC
will be mutually agreeable.

